
Parts List: center deck, two curved end decks, two end decks, two articulated decks, two air reservoirs, two air cylin-
ders, two 3way valves, two brake stands, set of etches for four trucks and two end walkways.

Above the etches are used to provide
the truck. The main frame, the interior
frame and the hub and brake blocks
are glued together to form one truck.

Care should be taken to align the
holes on the top of the frame, which is
used to attach the truck to the end
decks

Contact us at sales@nscalekits.com                                    www.nscalekits.com

Check all parts and clean up any flash, feeds, etc.
Dry assemble the center units with center deck, two
curved ends and the two end platforms . When
happy with the fit, the kit can be glued using CA
glue, making sure that the deck is level and square.

Decide how you wish to construct the trucks. There are three choices; using the
etches supplied, using the castings attached to the etch also supplied - or alter-
natively 3D printed trucks are available from our Shapeways shop at extra cost.

Both etch types of truck use the main frame shown above left [the top etch
are the brake rods that can be attached below the truck when complete]

Alternatively, the
main frame etch is
used and the cast-
ings are attached to
each side of the tabs.

It is suggested that
the holes behind the
etch are drilled in the
casting to provide a
secure locating point
for the axle tips.

You may need to file the
ends of the castings where
the two pairs of trucks are
close, so that the trucks
can swing freely.

Trucks are designed to take
33” wheels from MicroTrains
or Fox Valley Models

The car should be painted in PRR, PC or Conrail paint
schemes; PRR decals are included.

Built in 1951 by the PRR to carry transformers for Gener-
al Electric, the car still exists, donated by Conrail to the
Altoona Railroader Museum PA in 1997.

The large air reservoir, and the air brake are located
in the gap in the end deck castings at both ends, on
the opposite side to the brake stands, and the 3 way
valves on the other side.

The handrails
and grabs are
attached, bend-
ing the handrails
as shown. The
walkways are
glued directly to
the body of the
end decks.

The Shapeways trucks come in sets of four. Ensure that all of
the wax is removed by cleaning before painting. Insert the
wheels as shown above.

The center deck locates on the two completed end decks.
The locating lugs can be filed down to get the car riding at
the desired height above the rails.

for the 3D prints go to
www.shapeways.com and
search for FD2 or follow the
link from www.nscalekits.com



MVS N-QM

Artwork for PRR Heavy Duty Flat Car FD2 Queen Mary decals
courtesy of John Frantz Mount Vernon Shops

http://mountvernonshops.com

Other N Scale decals are available
directly from Mount Vernon Shops

Decal sheet for PRR Heavy Duty Flat Car FD2 Queen Mary
[note that decal sheet also includes decals for the FM1 body

that used the same trucks as the FD2]
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Replicated on both sides of both truck chassis


